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Question

Answer

1

[IMAGE] Which Dutch artist (1898-1972) created this endless staircase?

2

5
6
7

[IMAGE] Which car manufacturer produced the Oldsmobile from 1908-2004?
[IMAGE] Which veteran Canadian actor is the only person to have appeared in all 8
"American Pie" films (including spinoffs)?
[IMAGE] Which British actor portrayed Thomas Cromwell in the BBC TV series "Wolf
Hall" and the title role in Steven Spielberg's 2016 movie "The BFG"?
[IMAGE] What twin-hulled boat is pictured here?
[IMAGE] Which French pianist (b. 1953) is pictured here?
[IMAGE] Who was Australian of the Year in 1994?

8

[IMAGE] Which British actor, writer and comedian (b. 1962) is pictured here?

3
4

9 [IMAGE] The star of which 1980s Canadian TV series is pictured here?
10 [IMAGE] Magnum PI supported which Major League Baseball team?
11 Avocadoes, wheat germ and many nuts are good sources of which vitamin?
Which benefit concert began as a one-off event organised by Willie Nelson, John
12 Mellencamp and Neil Young held in Illinois in 1985, but soon became an annual event
and in 2015 celebrated its 30th anniversary?
13 Which one hit wonder band released the 1983 single "The Safety Dance"?
14 The Daiso retail chain is headquartered in which Asian country?
15 What is ablutophobia a fear of?
16 Which word means morning in French, but an afternoon performance in English?
17

Which Cambridge college, originally established in 1869 as the College for Women,
was the first to admit female undergraduate students?

18 According to which psychiatric assessment tool might one be an INTJ or an ESFP?
19 Who refused to accept the 1970 Best Actor Oscar for his role in "Patton"?
What trait is shared by the animals in the coats of arms of Mauritius, Romania, and
20
Tasmania?
One of the most reproduced images in human history, who was the subject of an
21
iconic 1960 portrait by Cuban photographer Alberto Korda?
22 The Montgolfier brothers are associated with which early form of transport?
The "Annals" and the "Histories" are the two major surviving works of which Roman
23
historian and senator (c. 56 - 117 AD)?
24 Which ruminants were armed with which weapons in a 1996 hit by Dana Lyon?
25 Fast5 is a version of which ball sport?
26 Which of Beethoven's 9 symphonies is nicknamed the Choral?
Within one either way, in which year did the South Melbourne AFL team the Swans
27
relocated to Sydney?
In Terry Pratchett's "Discworld" novels, what type of creature is the Great A'Tuin
28
which carries the Discworld through space on its back?
29 Which US state is often associated with a chocolate mud pie cake?
30 Which European car manufacturer's name is derived from the Latin word for "I roll"?
31 Dirk Hartog Island is located off the coast of which Australian state or territory?
32 Which compound has the chemical formula H2O2?
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33 Heat can be transferred by conduction, convection or what other method?
The federal electorates of Holt and Isaacs are located in which Australian state or
34
territory?
35 Which spice is the traditional garnish for eggnog?
Which word describes the white part between the coloured skin and flesh of an
36
orange?
Name either of the countries which contested the first World Cup (soccer) match on
37
13 July 1930.
By convention, all Australian racehorses celebrate their birthday on what date each
38
year?
By what name is the semi-permanent assemblage claiming to represent the political
39 rights of indigenous Australians known? Established in 1972, it resides on the lawn of
Old Parliament House in Canberra.
40 Hindu is the predominant religion in 3 countries. Name any 2 of them.
41 Whose operatic works include "Paul Bunyan", "The Beggar's Opera" and "Billy Budd"?
42 Herbert Sutcliffe represented which country in international cricket?
43 Turks head, Granny and Bowline are types of what?
Which two words have been redacted from the lyrics of a 1993 George Thorogood
44 hit? "Clean your act up and don't be a slob / Get it together like your big brother Bob
/ Why don't you get a haircut and get a …".
Which American director's films include "12 Angry Men" (1957), "Dog Day
45
Afternoon" (1975) and "Network" (1976)?
46 Andrew Ettingshausen played 328 games for which NRL club?
Bathsheba Everdene, Gabriel Oak and Fanny Robin are characters in which 1874
47
Thomas Hardy novel?
The NSW Conservatorium of Music building on Macquarie street, Sydney was
48
originally constructed for which purpose?
The site of a late 19th century gold rush, the Klondike River is a tributary of which
49
larger North American river?
50 Which former NSW Premier was known as the Balmain Boy?
51 Who wrote the 1936 novel "Gone with the Wind"?
52 Which position has been held by Avery Brundage and Lord Killanin, among others?
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

The fictional firms Wernham-Hogg and Dundler-Mifflin appear in which TV comedy
program?
What is the most popular tourist attraction in Zambia?
Despite the name, Kansas City is actually located in which US state?
What English word has 3 double letters in a row?
Which mythical creatures can supposedly be recognised, when in human guise, by
their long ring fingers?
Which actor portrayed the young David Helfgott in the 1996 film "Shine"?
Who was the vocalist for the Australian band Mental As Anything?
Which Australian TV police drama was set in the fictional Victorian town of Mount
Thomas?
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